Do you teach primary or secondary English?

Literacy Planet is the premier online education resource for child literacy learning in Australia. It is designed by Australian educators and aligned to the Australian curriculum.

Literacy Planet aims to achieve improving literacy skills nationwide by using education technology and providing a literacy learning experience for children of all abilities that is accessible, inclusive, empowering, effective and fun.
Accessing Literacy Planet

NOTE: You must register with Literacy Planet in order to use the resource. You will be emailed your username and password to use for future access.

Step One: Enter the catalogue

http://cat.lib.unimelb.edu.au/record=e1001656~S31

Step Two: Access Literacy Planet here

Connect to: LiteracyPlanet

Database name: Literacy Planet

Other database name: Digitales

Description: LiteracyPlanet is the premier online education resource for child literacy learning in Australia. It is designed by Australian educators and aligned to the Australian curriculum. LiteracyPlanet aims to achieve improving literacy skills nationwide by using education technology and providing a literacy learning experience for children of all abilities that is accessible, inclusive, empowering and effective, and fun.

Access information: You must register with LiteracyPlanet in order to use the resource. You will be emailed your username and password to use for future access.

Step Three: Register for an account

LiteracyPlanet for Libraries

LiteracyPlanet is available for library users allowing members to access 10,000+ interactive English literacy activities online!

New Users Sign up
Existing Users Log In